
HARNESS THE POWER 
OF THE CLOUDVisual analysis and  

reporting software



Want your business 
to be looking up?



Using Collabaro you will have tighter control over the work of 
multiple sub-contractors and preparing detailed reports for 
clients will no longer be an administrative burden.
Easy to use tools allow you to deliver data capture forms onto 
technician iPads and prepare report templates that will use the 
collected data to produce professional quality work reports for 
your clients.

If you are an asset owner, Collabaro can manage repeat 
inspection processes, building the history of defects that you 
need for condition monitoring. By providing the data required 
to move from a planned to a predictive maintenance strategy, 
Collabaro can drive O&M costs down.

Innovative technology enables multiple mobile technicians to 
collaborate on tasks, sharing data (such as readings & images) 
in real-time with both each other and with remote project 
managers. This ability allows you to more effectively share 
expertise across multiple jobs.

 
The sky’s the limit.

Everything you need

Look to Collabaro, a unique enabling 
software that delivers enhanced 
service provision and profitability.

As the demand for power increases, turbine operators and 
OEMs are looking for partners who can help them achieve 
optimum efficiency through smarter maintenance programs.

Combining the flexibility of mobile and cloud-based 
technologies, Collabaro is a software solution that has 
demonstrated that it can support rapid business growth for 
inspection & repair contractors:

• Deliver reports to your customers in minutes not days

•	 Maintain	productivity	as	your	field	team	grows

• Ensure HSE checks are done

• Automate time-sheet production

•	 Manage	high	volumes	of	image	data,	efficiently

• Rapidly adapt to the reporting demands of new projects 



App app and 
away…

CREATE

Design templates for 
mobile devices, for 
technicians to capture 
readings and images

COLLECT

Gather	field	data	via	iPads	
and upload to a secure 
cloud server

DELIVER

Collate and merge data 
and images to produce 
reports formatted to client 
templates.



Collabaro’s unique software framework fulfils
the requirements of contractors who need to collate and
communicate large quantities of inspection or repair data, 
including multiple high resolution images.

Intuitive tools gather field data via an iPad and merge it with
user designed report templates, creating perfectly formatted 
reports ready to be sent to the client.

Efficient data analysis aids decision making, project pricing
and technician deployment.

The ability to free up field technicians from time-consuming
report administration offers significant productivity gains for
contractors of all sizes.

Little wonder that Europe’s largest wind turbine blade repair
contractor uses Collabaro to facilitate the hassle-free
production of dozens of lengthy reports each day.

Alongside data capture and progress tracking, versatile
functionality allows for the design of PPE checklists, risk
assessments and other contractor compliance certification
requiring a pre-work digital signature. These records are
securely stored in the cloud alongside the other job data,
ready to be instantly included in reports as required.

Enhance productivity. Enhance profits. And enhance your
company’s reputation in the eyes of potential clients.

Get ahead in 
the field

Collabaro is just one of the transformational digital innovations 
pioneered by Railston’s. 

Our strategic technology consultancy services enable 
companies to harness the benefits of artificial intelligence to 
enhance their business processes.

AI driven image analysis has the potential to classify data and 
identify defects and deterioration that might be missed by  
the eye.

Smart service companies embrace  
the Collabaro benefits:

•  Intuitive software provides flexible opportunities to create 
and design digital documents in line with client templates

•  Cloud based technology allows easy transfer of data and 
images to mobile devices

•  Enables contractors to deliver professional looking reports 
based on the clients requested template

•  Facilitates real time collaboration between the field and the 
back-office

•  Regular job updates and time recording helps keep 
projects on schedule and within budget.

Powering 
Productivity



Let’s collaborate       
+44 (0) 115 678 2600   •  info@collabaro.com


